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ABSTRACT

People who review products on the web invest considerable
time and energy in what they write. So why would someone
write a review that restates earlier reviews? Our work looks
to answer this question. In this paper, we present a mixedmethod study of deja reviewers, latecomers who echo what
other people said. We analyze nearly 100,000 Amazon.com
reviews for signs of repetition and find that roughly 10–
15% of reviews substantially resemble previous ones. Using
these algorithmically-identified reviews as centerpieces for
discussion, we interviewed reviewers to understand their
motives. An overwhelming number of reviews partially
explains deja reviews, but deeper factors revolving around
an individual’s status in the community are also at work.
The paper concludes by introducing a new idea inspired by
our findings: a self-aware community that nudges members
toward community-wide goals.
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INTRODUCTION

At the time of this writing, 1,434 Amazon.com users have
written a review of the Wii Fit. Earlier this year, the 1,000th
review came in. The reviewer enthusiastically praised the
balance games; so had 130 reviewers before him. Because
you can really work up a sweat (19 earlier reviews), he prefers it to the drudgery of the gym (10 earlier reviews). Although he bought the Wii Fit as a Christmas gift for the
whole family, his son enjoys it most. Seven reviewers before him had related essentially that same story.
This paper is about reviews and reviewers like this one.
(Hereafter, we refer to them as deja reviews and reviewers.)
What’s in it for these reviewers? Why spend the time and
energy to say what so many others have said? It’s not outright copying [17]. Most deja reviewers invest considerable
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tirely on what people have said before them. It is this very
fact that enables recent systems [e.g., 10, 16] to mine and
summarize discussions about products on the web. Without
the sociotechnical phenomenon of convergence among reviewers, mining and summarization engines simply would
not work. We looked at these systems and a question sprang
to mind: Why do so many reviews look alike?
In this paper, we try to answer this question. We think it’s a
fascinating sociotechnical case study in its own right. Our
results indicate that roughly 10–15% of all reviews substantially resemble earlier ones. More importantly, after a certain point, deja reviews are missed opportunities. Did we
need a 130th review professing love for the Wii Fit’s balance
games? Or, could we have gained more from hearing about
how the Wii Fit holds up over time? Of course, the reviewer
gained something from the act of writing the review, but the
community gained little it did not already know. As a potential buyer, it helps to read many people reporting on a single
product feature, but when do we have enough? 130? 200?
500? More broadly, the question for successful communities is no longer “How do we get people to contribute?” but
“How do we best use all these contributions?” We see deja
reviews as an intriguing way to think about this question.
Relative to other highly successful online communities like
Wikipedia [e.g., 4, 19], reviewing communities have received little attention. Machine learning and data mining
researchers [9, 13] gravitated toward sites like Amazon for
their linguistic data sets, but we are aware of no work focusing on reviewer motivations in these large, successful
communities. In the universe of online communities, reviewing sites are relatively unique. They are not primarily
social spaces. Unlike Wikipedia, reviewing communities do
not pursue a grand agenda. And yet, Amazon and others
have amassed tens of millions of reviews, reviews that significantly influence demand for many products [1].
This paper presents the results of a mixed-method study
exploring the motivations of deja reviewers, latecomers
who echo what earlier reviewers said. Amazon is our site
for this study. As is perhaps to be expected, we find that the
sheer number of reviews makes it hard for reviewers to
fully grasp what everyone else has said. This contributes to
the number of deja reviews. However, beyond this, we describe a remarkable trend in our data: amateur and pro reviewers think about deja reviews very differently, and we
believe this bears on design. In the tradition of [4] and extending the work of [3, 8, 11], we conclude the paper by
introducing an idea inspired by our findings: a self-aware
community that knows what it wants.

METHODS

RESULTS

We employed a mixed-method design to study deja reviews.
First, we applied a purely computational technique to identify deja reviews; next, we conducted interviews to understand the authors and the motivations behind them. In this
regard, we like to think of our approach as a microscopic
complement to the more macroscopic work of [21]. The list
of every Amazon review ever written is quite long; to direct
our search, we focused on bestselling products, which disproportionately attract reviews. We downloaded every review from 200 bestselling products belonging to 15 Amazon product categories. The corpus comprises 98,191 product reviews.

Across all participants, the sheer number of reviews made
reading every single one impractical. The following was a
common refrain:

Text is complex, messy and highly multidimensional. Any
computational technique to identify deja reviews necessarily results in an approximation. Our goal was not necessarily to develop the best algorithm for finding deja reviews,
but to assemble a compelling list for subsequent interviews.
Consequently, we applied the concept of centrality [15] to
our corpus. It is a well-established method, and probably a
lower bound for identifying deja reviews (i.e., it does not
know about synonyms). The method looks for reviews closest to the core, or centroid, of what earlier reviews said.
Closeness in this context is defined by cosine similarity [6],
and the centroid is defined by statistically representative
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams normalized to Google’s 5gram corpus [2].
As an example, the centroid for the iPod nano contains
(among others) the unigrams volume, Zune, shuffle, the bigrams my purse, first iPod, a pain, and the trigrams easy to
use, a bigger screen and plenty of space. Yet, this only
measures the surface; certainly deeper aspects are at play. A
reviewer often spends a good part of their review judging a
product (e.g., “I hate the earbuds!”). To account for this, we
relied on an ensemble of linguistic resources [5, 13, 14, 20]
to track the positive and negative words appearing in the
reviews. (We chose sentiment over star-ratings to capture
nuances and to confine our analysis to review text.) In this
work, a review is close to the core if its sentiment is close to
the running average sentiment of earlier reviews.
Using these techniques, we were able to sort the review list
by how much a review echoed earlier reviews. We scanned
the highest 5% of this list to find reviewers that publicly
disclosed an email address or website. (The top 5% represented reviews that nearly matched many earlier ones, but
were not copies.) Of the 200 reviewers we contacted in this
way, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 20. The
interviews (14 email, 3 IM, 3 phone) took roughly 30 minutes. Interviews revolved around the particular deja review,
participants’ motivations for writing it and their relationship
with other reviews. The email interviews consisted of questions similar to the IM and phone interviews, but we engaged in follow-up conversations to clarify certain points.
To ground the conversations, we also provided a link to the
deja review. Finally, the interviews were coded using a
grounded-theory influenced approach where themes arise
iteratively [7].

If there's 5, 10, I'll read those. If there's 50 or 60, I'll skim
some titles. If a title looks like it has some wit or humor, I
might read that one. That’s about it. (P13)

Beyond the universal constraint of scale, our interview data
clearly clustered into two groups: groups we will call amateurs and pros. We did not anticipate this; it emerged from
our data. Amateurs (9 of 20) reviewed only occasionally,
generally had reviewed fewer than 30 products and scarcely
received helpful votes. (Amazon users can vote a review up
or down by giving it “helpful votes.”) Pros (11 of 20) reviewed many hundreds of products, had followings on
Amazon and often received helpful votes. Motivations for
reviewing, and reactions to seeing deja reviews, varied remarkably between these two groups. We structure our results in terms of this division.
Amateurs: what’s the point of a unique review?

Amateur reviewers often write a review because of an almost visceral reaction to a product. Reading other reviews
holds little appeal because it does not satisfy the need to
share this powerful reaction. Routinely using words like
“ecstatic,” we might characterize their deja reviews as
spontaneous, heartfelt appeals.
I used this documentary in class when I taught the novel Call
of the Wild. The review was written because I was so moved
by this documentary, and as a wolf advocate, I wanted a few
others to know about it … I don't care if I write the first review or the 5,000th. It's cathartic for me. (P3)
I think people like to write the 500th review just because
sometimes it’s nice to get a chance to be heard or "read" and
share … it helps people to vent in a way. (P16)
It is sort of a soap box time for me … For me to write a review, I have to be either ecstatic about it, or really bummed
after getting it. (P20)

Interestingly, other researchers have also reported what P20
describes in quantitative terms. Amazon’s bimodal ratings
distribution has two peaks: one for the people who love a
product and one for those who hate it [18]. A main goal of
this study is to better understand relationships between reviewers. Do reviewers read other reviews? How do they
feel about them? When we asked our participants how they
felt now knowing about their deja review, amateurs had
little problem seeing themselves as part of a cluster of similar reviewers, part of the crowd.
I felt very strongly that everyone should see/own this collection. Suppose felt compelled to add my two cents without any
consideration of whether it would count for anything. (P4)
I didn't know another review or other reviews were similar.
Honestly, that doesn't bother me one bit. The more people
who say they liked the product, the more I believe it. (P17)
I liked the [gadget] because both my kids had them and they
could play games together. Very innovative product. I'm sure
that other reviewers noted the same features that appealed to
me and my kids. A completely unique review wouldn't serve
any real purpose, would it? (P5)

This is an important point. Being part of a crowd that converges on a few themes seemed to hold little stigma. We do
not want to imply that being part of the crowd is inherently
bad; we frame it this way to showcase how differently amateurs and pros think. To conclude, we propose a way to understand amateur reviewers: they pop into the community
when a product grabs them (for better or worse) and do not
mind identifying as part of a group.
Pros: building a brand above the din

Pro reviewers felt very differently. In fact, two pros thought
we had maligned them: one accused us of trying to “stifle
dissent” while another said that we implied she writes “just
to see my own words on the internet.” (We should note that
we did not use the term deja review in the interviews; our
language resembled “your review seems to look a lot like
other reviews.”) Many more pro reviewers, however, felt
that we had only identified the worst review they had ever
written.
I do not think buyers would find that review [deja review]
useful … I would not buy that camera based on my review …
it was useless writing that would not influence a decision one
way or the other. (P7)
This one, [deja review] and some others I'd written, will
surely get lost in the shuffle. I'd just seen the film before I
wrote it, and it was more spontaneous than seriously thoughtout. (P14)

P14 even followed up after the interview to tell us to go
read his best reviews.
[Deja review] was a review I wrote on a whim, without a lot
of thought, I'd be happier if you read my reviews of [product], [product] or [product]. I thought those were among my
best. (P14)

Where amateurs may avoid reading other reviews because
their goal is self-expression, pro reviewers seem to avoid
other reviews because they have elevated status in the
community. We characterize this as “above the din.”
OK, so now I avoid other people's reviews. I'm really not
interested in their reviews; I really don't want to be influenced by what they say. I sorta wanta put my opinion out
there. The only time I might look at reviews, I tend to look at
editorial reviews. (P12)
[Do you read other reviews?] Absolutely not … I do not condone plagiarism and would never think to base my opinion on
another reviewer’s thoughts. I believe that this alone has led
me to be rated highly in the review system. (P7)
I actually seem to have almost like a fan base … So I figure
there might be 500 or 600 reviews up on there already, but
most of them look like they don't have anything under their
name [a reputation] or I check on some of them and that
might be their only review, or they're not rated at all. (P13)

This disregard for other reviews seems to stem ultimately
from pro reviewers’ goal to build a brand or identity within
the reviewing community (also see P13 above).
I think it is important to realize that there are two sides to
this—the product being reviewed, and the person reviewing
it. In my case, as in many others, I am trying to build a name
for myself as an author & someone who gives quality reviews
… My view is that if every other person on earth has said

something similar that is fine, it in no way diminishes the
value of my personal opinion. (P19)
I am an author ([her book title]) and I can put a link back to
my book with every review I write. I mostly write reviews for
books that are either similar to mine in some way—and the
similarity could be remote but explainable by me—or that I
enjoyed reading. (P15)
One of my goals has become to try and reach Amazon's Top
100 Reviewers. Right now, I'm close. You know, that's an ego
thing. Something where I want that little badge that says "Top
100 Reviewers." And I think the only way I'm going to become a Top 100 reviewers is to get reviews on there. So, why
not write one? (P13)

Reviewers might read a handful of other reviews, but every
one of our reviewers ignored the rest. This is where the
similarity between pros and amateurs ends. Where amateurs
write to scratch an itch, pros write to advance a personal
agenda. That personal agenda might mean satisfying a small
fan base, climbing the reviewing ladder or promoting one’s
own product. This is the first striking difference between
amateurs and pros. The second is the relationship to other
reviewers: amateurs do not mind being a brick in the wall;
pros want to stand out.
IMPLICATIONS

Consider the curse of success afflicting sites like Amazon.
Whether by innovation or market forces, the site has a very
large user base. The new question is “How do we best use
all these contributions?” So far, the lone answer has come
from the data mining community: take the reviews as a
given and summarize them for new buyers [e.g., 10, 16].
This is a useful approach and we expect to see it in mainstream use soon. Yet, it ignores the opportunity that site
designers have to shape a community as it develops.
We now introduce a new idea, one example of how to draw
design inspiration from our findings: a self-aware community that knows what it wants. Imagine it is mid-to-late
2008. The Wii Fit is remarkably popular, attracting many
hundreds of reviews. Roughly fifty people have already
intensely praised its balance games, but few have commented on how it looks. The site knows [1] that new buyers
generally care a lot about how a product looks. Because it
knows what it wants, perhaps the site can ask for it: “If you
can tell us anything about how the Wii Fit looks, that would
help!” When is the right time to do this, and with whom?
This might seem like a subtle point, but recall the intensely
negative reaction from pros even at the suggestion of repetition. It would be unwise to rush in given the sensitivities
around echoing and repetition.
First, we argue that the site should entirely avoid asking
pros for particular information. This perhaps seems counterintuitive, and we certainly would not have guessed it ahead
of time. But pro reviewers in communities such as Amazon
have personal agendas that transcend the particular product
in question. We understand that this is a significant slash
through the user base. The power-law curve that governs
Amazon’s reviewing community means that pros write a
sizable proportion of the site’s reviews.

Yet, in this case, we strongly advise a focus on amateur
reviewers: they are primarily attached to the product, not
their identity as a reviewer. So, when should a site ask for
information about a certain product feature? Here we invoke our characterization of amateur reviews as spontaneous, heartfelt appeals. We suggest an approach that lets an
amateur reviewer get some things off their chest first. Perhaps the site should even ask for particular pieces of information after the reviewer lets loose a few emotionally
charged words. This allows both the site and the reviewer to
achieve their goals.
This idea extends beyond topic diversity. Amazon and other
sites realized that potential buyers had trouble navigating
the huge number of reviews some products attracted. Amazon’s solution is the question “Was this review helpful to
you?” Other sites have implemented similar features. (The
general technique is called social navigation.) One noted
problem with this approach is that once it gets going, it
reaches a steady state very fast: the reviews that attract a
few votes get more and more, leaving everyone else in the
dust. Recent work [12] has suggested introducing randomness into how customers see reviews, so that an unrated
review might get out of the abyss. However, a site always
wants to present its best content to a potential buyer. We
think deja reviewers might be able to fill this gap. Again,
we advise focusing on amateur reviewers. But now consider
a site that automatically calculates a few highly similar deja
reviews and asks the reviewer for a helpfulness vote in the
sidebar. The reviewer is uniquely qualified to voice an opinion because they hold similar views. We are excited by this
approach because it applies the resources of a motivated
reviewer toward a classic social navigation problem: dampening the stampede toward only a few contributions among
thousands of candidates.
The general theme behind these ideas is nudging members
toward a community-wide goal without trampling on their
reasons for contributing in the first place. We have presented two instantiations of it informed by our findings:
topic diversification and improving social navigation. Certainly many others exist, and many open problems remain.
We see this work as a first step toward the goal of making
the most effective use of contributions in large online communities and look forward to deeper explorations along
these lines.
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